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Open-orbit electrons are shown to generate an ultrasonic wave throughout a metal when
the conditions for an open-orbit resonance are satisfied.

We have observed anomalous propagation of 30-
MHz shear waves through copper and silver crys-
tals by open-orbit electrons. At certain values
of the applied magnetic field, acoustic energy
from a wave packet of 1.0-p sec duration spreads
out over about 4.0 p sec, reaching the receiver
transducer long before the main body of the wave
packet arrives. We fir st present the experimen-
tal data which suggested the effect, and then pro-
pose a. simplified theoretical model which agrees
with the principal features of the data.

Open-orbit electrons traveling parallel to the
propagation vector q of an ultrasonic wave absorb
energy resonantly' when the period of the open
orbit, D = RZ/eB, is some integral multiple n of
the sound wavelength &. Here I& is the crystal
momentum corresponding to the period of the
open orbit in k space, e is the electronic charge,
and & the applied magnetic field. Hence, the res-
onance condition is B„=hJf/net. .

While studying these effects with shear waves
in copper, we decided in mount the quartz trans-
ducers with their polarization vectors midway be-
tween the fast- and slow-mode directions so that
we could measure both modes in the experiment.
Figure 1(b) shows the attenuation for the fast
mode. Open-orbit resonances (OOR) are seen at
the expected field values, but superimposed on

the curve are small "beat" patterns at field values
which correspond to OOB for the slow mode, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). In other words, it appears
that some of the slow-mode signal arrives at the
receiver transducer simultaneously with the fast-
mode signal, but only when& corresponds to a
slow-mode OOR. Furthermore, the phase of the
anomalous slow-mode signal must be linearly
proportional to B/B„ in order to produce the ob-
served beats.

Direct observation of the signal from the re-
ceiver transducer shows that the slow-mode wave
packet does indeed spread out at OOB, as shown
in Fig. 2. As& is swept through a resonance,
not only does the amplitude of the packet dimin-
ish, but a signal at the sound frequency begins to
spread out far in advance of the packet. In some
cases the spreading effect is much more evident
than the attenuation resonances. In our copper
and silver specimens the n =4 and 5 OOR are not
visible in the attenuation, but we can easily see
the wave packet spread out at values of B„which
correspond to those resonances.

We use a highly simplified model calculation to
show that open-orbit electrons pick up energy
while traversing the packet, and then transfer it
coherently back to the lattice outside the packet.

We first consider the situation where the wave
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ug '" exists only on the negative semiaxis. (Since the Fermi velocity v is much greater than the sound
velocity, we ignore the time dependence. ) The effective force on an open-orbit electron is F,(k)u,e""
for x &0, and zero for x) 0. The current produced by F, is computed using Chambers's path-integral
method. ' The excess energy of an electron arriving at x, when t =0 is

~e =f F ~ v exp[(x -x,)/l„]dt,

where l„ is an effective mean free path. For Balong the z axis, dt = —(D/Kv„)dk, . Using F, we obtain

he = —(D/K)uoezp(iqx, ) ezp(iQk, ) J ' (F, v/v„) exp(-i', ')dk, ', (2)

where Q =qD/K —iD/Kl„, k,"=k,(t-~), and k,'=k, yKx, /D.
We use the periodic properties of F, and v on an open orbit,

F, ~ v/v. „=QE„(k,) ezp(i2vrnk, /K),

to obtain

&e = uo ezp(- xo/l „)l„glE„exp(i2mnk, /K) exp(i2mnxo/D) [1+iql „(1—n+D) j (4)

The current is given by J = (e/4m'h)f (i/v)&e ds or, with use of (4) and ds/v =dk, dk, /v„,

J =uo exp(- xo/l„)l, +(f„exp(i2mnxo/D)[1+ iql„(1 -nA. /D)] 'j
n

where J„=(e/4m%)JF„V„*dk, and V„ is a Fourier coefficient of v/v„.
A resonance, D„=nA, leads to a current maximum. For a small deviation from resonance, D„=nk/

(1+5), where & =&B/B„and &B =B -B„, the current is approximately

J' =u, exp(- x, /l„) exp[iq(l+ &)xJ i„J„/(1—iql„5).

This current will exert a collision-drag force on
the ions causing a displacement u = CJ, where C
is the coupling coefficient. ' Thus we expect an
exponentially decaying sound wave having a phase
proportional to (&B/B„)x,/& to be generated at a,

distance xo in front of the wave packet near reso-
nance.

En order to study the field dependence more
closely, we used a coherent detector gated at a
time &~ before the arrival of the wave packet.
The detector employs a double-balanced mixer
with the received signal as one input, and a de-
layed, pulsed signal from the transmitter oscil-
lator as the second. The output is thus propor-
tional to the amplitude and cosine of the phase of
the receiver signal during the gate pulse. Figure
3 shows the results in silver for ~~ =1.2 @sec,
i.e., x, =0.14 cm in front of the 0.5-psec wave
packet, and for &t =1.0 psec. The observed beat
period for the first case is &B/B„=0.03, in good
a,greement with the value ca,lculated, A /x, =0.025.

Although the simple model gives the proper
field-dependent phase for the generated wave,
the observed decay length appears to be several
times the value of l„(about 0.03 cm in the copper
specimen) computed from the OOR width. This
is not surprising, since we ignored the fact that

! the sound field is not zero in front of the packet,
but is u = CS We now repeat the calculation for
nonzero field, letting the amplitude u, and decay
length I- be variable parameters, and seek a self-
consistent solution of the form u(x)=u, e "' e""t" )

for x) 0.
We find that the decay length of the generated

wave is L =l„/(1 —Ci„Z„), while the relative am-
plitude is u, /u, = Cl„z„/(1 —iqi„&). Combining
these results we obtain

L =l„/[1 —!u,/u, ! (1 y q'l„'&')],

which qualitatively agrees with the observed be-
havior of the spreading of the wave packet near
a resonance. Quantitative compa, rison would re-
quire that the model take proper account of the
attenuation.

We have found that wave-packet spreading can
be used to distinguish between various magneto-
acoustic resonances caused by closed and open or
extended orbits. The latter always cause spread-
ing, whereas the former produce no observable
change in the packet. We have not looked at the
Kjeldaas geometry' (Blip), but the effect should be
large since virtually all of the electrons would be
traveling on extended orbits along q.
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ERRATUM

DIFFUSION OF POSITIVE MUONS IN VANADIUM.
A. T. Fiory, K. G. Lynn, D. M. Parkin, W. J.
Kossler, W. F. Lankford, and C. E. Stronach
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 968 (1978)].

In the receipt date line, "received manuscript"
should read "revised manuscript. "

The value for 0 given in the sixth line, second
column, page 969, should read 0=0.370 p.s '.

An inadvertent transposition of lines in the first
column of page 970 rendered a portion of this pa-
per unreadable —lines 9-25 should precede the
first eight lines on this page. The text beginning
with the last paragraph on page 969 through the
end of the first column of page 970 should read
as follows:

We have plotted the temperature dependence of
a depolarization rate A defined through A(A ')
=e ' in Fig. 1. The depolarization rate of 0.209
p, s ' is observed at T=10 K in the 1786-Oe field
and is equal, within statistical error, to the
0.208- ps ' depolarization rate measured in a 400
Oe field by Harmannn et al." It appears that the
Zeeman limit applies to our high-field data. "
There is a local maximum in A in the vicinity of
80 K, where the character of the diffusion proc-
ess apparently changes.

The temperature dependence for the correlation
rate v is shown in Fig. 2. For T(50 K it is
linear, where v ' =(2.4 +0.8) &&10' s ' K ' T and
the normalized g' = 2.1. The theoretical expres-
sion for multiphonon processes, asymptotically
approaching 7 ' ~ T' at low temperatures, ' does
not fit these data, where we find y' -10". At
these temperatures the jump rates for hydrogen
(extrapolated" ) and T ' for the muon data are of
the same order of magnitude. We believe it un-
likely that the low-temperature behavior is an ef-
fect of trapping and detrapping from impurities,
since we expect the binding enthalpy to impuri-
ties to be on the order of 0.1 eV, as it is for hy-
drogen.

In the region T& 50 K, on the other hand, the
7 ' values are much smaller than the jump rates
observed for hydrogen. This is explained by im-
purity trapping at high temperatures, where 7 is
close to being the mean time of stay at impuri-
ties. ' We note that for a jump rate on the order
of 3 ~10' s ', the muon may diffuse a distance
equal to the mean distance between the impuri-
ties in 2.2 jtj,s. We therefore associate the struc-
ture in A and ~ ' observed for T & 50 K with im-
purity trapping. In the absence of trapping, posi-
tive curvature in 7 ' vs T is expected at higher
temperatures, ' where multiphonon processes be-
gin to contribute.
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